
Diamond Wire
Diamond Wire is the most under-rated and under-utilized diamond tool in construction or more correctly, in controlled demolition. It is the only tool
which is ‘pulled’ through the material being cut rather than ‘pushed’. The machines therefore employ a variety of methods to take up the slack as
the wire gets closer to finishing the cut. As wire is flexible and has no predetermined shape of cut, it can be wrapped around objects with complex
forms, with super-large dimensions or with no means of attaching a saw or drill. Wire is relatively silent and causes little disturbance to a working
environment, saving down time in for example on a factory shop floor.
The so-called beads are available either electroplated for faster cutting or sintered for longer life.
Cooling is essential and apart from water, choosing a good length of wire will help cooling and prolong tool life.Ring Saw
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Ring Saw
Toolgal manufactures a series of special blades for this unique machine,

which allows a cutting depth of up to 280 mm.  Specific blades are available

for heavily reinforced concrete, standard concrete, flint aggregate and

abrasive concrete.

The blades are customarily ordered by color (though not in fact painted)

to help the customer with the different applications.

The blades are all 355 mm and are laser welded.
Standard thickness is 4.3 mm But 5.5 mm Can be ordered.
Water cooling is recommended at all times.

Up to 280 mm

Industrial Diamond ToolsToolgal Industrial Diamonds Ltd, Degania ‘A’ 15120 Israel, Tel. +972-(0)4-6608445/6, Fax. +972-(0)4-6752620, www.toolgal.com, email: toolgal@toolgal.com

Material

Heavy Reinforced Concrete

Flint Concrete

Standard Concrete

Abrasive/Masonry

Colour Code

Blue

Green

Yellow

Red


